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Part 1 : The Survey
Background to this review of the Gabriola Island ferry schedule
In April 2014, the Province of British Columbia imposed service reductions on many of BC Ferries’ minor
routes to achieve net savings of $14.9 million over the coming two years. For Gabriola, this implied a
reduction of 16 round trips per week, which was to deliver a net cost saving of $400,000 each year
(equivalent to 5.4% of direct operating costs, before revenue)
After significant public backlash to the government’s plan to cut the late evening ferry service to
Gabriola, BC Ferries implemented a revised schedule which retained a modified evening service, but still
delivered the required savings through a combination of measures including reductions in daytime
services and a restructuring of crew working arrangements.
During the summer months it became obvious that the revised schedule was causing significant service
unreliability with service delays, overloads and long traffic backups at both ends of the route. The Ferry
Advisory Committee (FAC) pressed BC Ferries to review the schedule at the end of the summer, asking
for a range of alternatives that could be presented to the local community for consideration.
In September 2014 BC Ferries made some interim changes to the ferry schedule to address the
perpetual late running on weekdays. Additional turn-round time was added to the schedule during the
mornings, when the majority of delays were occurring. It was acknowledged that this was only a shortterm fix and that a more thorough review of the schedule would still take place during the fall.

Priorities identified by the Ferry Advisory Committee
The government’s position hasn’t changed. The April service cuts will not be reversed and the savings
target must still be achieved. Without extra resources, any extra sailings to address the overloads must
be compensated by reductions elsewhere. So the FAC asked BC Ferries to ensure that any options
presented to the community would meet the following parameters:






Ensuring the availability of service for shift workers from 7am until at least 10pm
Providing additional turn-round time between sailings to further improve punctuality
Minimising (or removing) breaks in service at busy times mid-morning and early afternoon
Increasing available capacity at busy times, to be balanced with measured adjustments at times
when ferries are least used
Ensuring that any seasonal service enhancements operate over a longer summer season
(ideally May to October).

After discussions with the FAC, BC Ferries presented three alternative options for consideration. This
report examines the three options and summarises the feedback received from the Gabriola
community.
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The Ferry Advisory Committee’s Survey
Options presented for consideration by the community
Three options to the present (interim) schedule were provided by BC Ferries. Each of the options met
the essential criteria set out by the FAC in different ways, with all three providing increased service
during the middle of the day when delays and overloads occur most often.
Option 1 – The first departure from Gabriola would be at 6:15am each day; the longest gap between
day-time departures would be 1h 20m on weekdays but with a 2h 35m midday break at weekends. The
evening gap for Nanaimo departures would be 7:15 to 9:00pm with the last departure from Nanaimo
at 11pm daily.
Option 2 - The first departure from Gabriola would be 5:35am on weekdays and 6:25am at weekends;
the longest daytime gap on any day would be 1h 25m. The gap in evening service would be from 6:35 to
8:25pm, with the last departure from Nanaimo slightly earlier at 10:30pm every day.
Option 3 - Similar to Option 1, but to avoid the long midday service break at weekends, the last
departure from Nanaimo would leave slightly earlier (10:30pm) on Sundays, Mondays and Tuesdays
during the winter months, and 10:55pm on Wednesdays through Saturdays. From May to October, the
last ferry would leave Nanaimo at 10:55pm every day except Sundays.
These options were compared using the table below:
First departure from Gabriola
(year round)
Ferry for students leaves Gabriola at
# of departures leaving Gabriola
between 8:30am and 2:30pm
# of departures leaving Nanaimo
between 9am and 3pm
Maximum gap between departures
leaving Nanaimo before 4pm
Ferry for students leaves Nanaimo at
Gap in evening services leaving
Nanaimo
Last departure from Nanaimo in
winter (November-April)
Last departure from Nanaimo in
summer (May-October)

Existing Schedule
5:30am Mon-Fri
6:30am Sat/Sun
7:40am
4
5 in peak summer
4
5 in peak summer
2 hours
3:50pm
8:20- 10:05pm
(later Wed/Sun)
11:05pm Mon-Sat
10:30pm Sun
11:05pm Mon-Sat
10:30pm Sun

Option 1
6:15am
Daily
7:30am
5 Mon-Fri
4 Sat/Sun
5 Mon-Fri
4 Sat/Sun
1h 20m Mon-Fri
2h 35m Sat/Sun
3:45pm
7:15 – 9:00pm
Daily
11:00pm
Daily
11:00pm
Daily

Option 2
5:35am Mon-Fri
6:25 Sat/Sun
7:40am
5
Daily
5
Daily

Option 3
6:15am
Daily
7:30am
5
Daily
5
Daily

1h 25m

1h 20m

4:05pm
6:35 – 8:25pm
Daily
10:30pm
Daily
10:30pm
Daily

3:45pm
7:15 – 9:00pm
Daily
10:30 Sun-Tue
10:55 Wed-Sat
10:30 Sun
10:55 Mon-Sat

A more detailed summary of each of the alternative schedule options was provided by BC Ferries and
presented for the consideration in the table on the following page.
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Detailed comparison of the alternative schedule options
Option 1

Option 2

Year Round

Year Round

Depart Gabriola

Depart Gabriola
5:35 Mon-Fri

Option 3
Nov – April

May - Oct

Depart Gabriola

Depart Gabriola

6:15

6:35

6:15

6:15

7:30 Not Sun

7:40 Not Sun

7:30 Not Sun

7:30 Not Sun

8:45

8:55

8:50

8:50

10:00

10:10

10:05

10:05

11:15

11:30

11:20

11:20

12:30

12:50

12:35

12:35

1:45

1:45

1:45 Not Sat/Sun
2:20
3:10

3:30

3:10

3:10

4:20

4:40 DC Wed

4:20

4:20

5:30 DC Wed

5:55

5:30 DC Wed

5:30 DC Wed

6:40

7:45

6:40

6:40

8:25

8:55

8:25

8:25

9:30

9:55 Not Wed

9:25

9:25

10:25 Thur Fri Sat

10:25 Not Wed/Sun

10:30 Not Wed
Depart Nanaimo

Depart Nanaimo
6:05 Mon-Fri

Depart Nanaimo

Depart Nanaimo

6:55 Not Sun

7:05 Not Sun

6:50 Not Sun

6:55 Not Sun

8:10

8:20

8:10

8:10

9:25

9:35

9:25

9:25

10:40 DC Wed

10:50 DC Wed

10:40 DC Wed

10:40 DC Wed

11:55

12:10

11:55

11:55

1:10

1:30

1:10

1:10

2:25

2:25

2:25 Not Sat/Sun
2:55
3:45

4:05

3:45

3:45

4:55

5:20

4:55

4:55

6:05

6:35

6:05

6:05

7:15

8:25

7:15

7:15

9:00

9:25 Not Wed

8:55

8:55

10:00 Not Wed

10:30

9:55 Thur – Sat

9:55 Not Wed/Sun

10:30 Sun Mon Tue

10:30 Sun

10:55 Wed-Sat

10:55 Not Sun

11:00
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How the community was consulted
Information about the alternative schedule options was posted on the FAC website at
http://wp.me/p2dXO0-BU on October 13 2014, providing a link to an on-line questionnaire which was
made available to respondents until October 31. Additional links to the FAC website and on-line survey
were posted simultaneously on the (Facebook) Gabriola Community Bulletin Board.
Gabriola’s local newspaper (the Gabriola Sounder) published a media release from the FAC and a public
notice about the consultation process issued by BC Ferries on October 20. A further notice was
published on October 27.
Staff at Gabriola Public Library offered the facility for residents to respond to the survey using the public
access computers at the library. Concerns that multiple responses might not be possible from the library
computers were addressed by making alternative questionnaires available in Microsoft Word format (for
offline completion and return by email) and in pdf format for printing and handwritten entry. Printed
responses could be deposited at Gabriola Library. The public consultation was also promoted in notices
posted aboard the ferry.
Other than the cost of placing newspaper ads, BC Ferries did not cover any costs associated with survey
design, data collection or analysis and report preparation. This report has therefore been produced by
volunteer members of the FAC and Transportation Advisory Commission.

Reaction from the community
Not surprisingly, some Gabriolans have expressed the view that the alternatives offer no improvement
on the existing interim schedule and that the existing schedule should be maintained. Whilst the
consultation did not offer a “do nothing” option, it is understood that, in the absence of a clear
statement of preference from the community, the present ferry schedule (or something similar) could
continue into 2015. However, since the interim schedule replaced the off-peak (Fall/Winter/Spring)
schedule published in April, there would need to be further consideration of the schedule for Summer
2015.
Some residents also insist that pressure should be maintained on government to reinstate the ferry cuts
and reduce fares to increase ridership. The view that the Gabriola route suffered a disproportionate
level of service cuts remains, and understandably the high level of ferry fares – and the continuing
above-inflation fare increases – both continue to generate adverse reaction within the community.
A further dimension to the community’s response is in reaction to the government’s recent decision to
proceed with a feasibility study into a fixed link from Gabriola Island to Vancouver Island. This decision
has polarised public opinion on the island yet further and may have suppressed the response rate to the
FAC survey. However, since all island residents and businesses are presently reliant on BC Ferries for
access to Vancouver Island, we believe that the overall findings of this survey remain valid.
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The on-line survey
The survey asked respondents to indicate a preference, or a ranking of preferences, for one of the
alternative schedule options – and invited additional comments on the reasons for selecting that option,
as well as concerns about any problem impacts of that chosen option.
Additional questions sought information on the respondent’s likely reaction to further fares increases
and identified whether the respondent was a full-time resident of Gabriola.
The questions asked were as follows:
1. Please rank your preferred options from highest (1) to lowest priority (3). If you only find one option
suitable you need only choose that option.
Priority
Priority
Priority
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
2. Regarding your preferred option, what about this schedule works best for you?

3. Regarding your preferred option, are there any aspects of this option that you think will be problematic?

4. Another fare increase is scheduled for April 2015. Will this increase likely affect your use of the ferry?
Yes
No
5. If you answered yes to the previous question, please indicate how your ferry use will be affected by
choosing one or more of the following options:
I will take fewer trips than I have in the past
I will carpool to reduce costs
I will go on as a foot passenger rather than taking my car
I will use a bicycle or scooter rather than taking my car
Other
6. If you checked 'other' in response to the last question, please indicate what your other options would
be.

7. We want to understand how the schedule will affect permanent residents, visitors and recreational
property owners, and off-island commercial interests. Please indicate which of the categories you fall into.
Permanent resident
Visitor or recreational property owner
Off-island commercial interest
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Feedback from the community
By October 31, a total of 590 responses had been received by the following methods:
 575 on-line responses
 7 questionnaires completed off-line and received by email
 8 handwritten questionnaires returned at Gabriola Library.
Of these responses, 94% were submitted by permanent residents of Gabriola; 5% by visitors or
recreational property owners and 1% by off-island commercial organisations. This was not a random
survey; all respondents were self-selected. The FAC does not, therefore, claim the results necessarily
represent the views of the whole community.

Which option was preferred by Gabriolans?

Among those who stated a preference for one of the alternative schedule options, the order of
preference was as follows:
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3

: 36% (211 respondents)
: 31% (182 respondents)
: 28% (165 respondents)

5% of respondents (32) indicated in narrative comments on the questionnaire that they did not
favour any of the options, preferring instead to keep the existing schedule. This is likely to be an
understatement of the “no change” preference since “do nothing” was not offered as an option in the
survey)
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Options 1 and 3 prioritise the retention of a late evening departure at around 11pm from Nanaimo, at
the expense of losing the early morning departure at 5:30am from Gabriola. Option 2 retains an early
morning departure at 5:35am, but curtails the evening service at 10:30pm from Nanaimo each evening.
Prioritising the second and third preference options using the on-line survey was not, in the event, seen
as a reliable process, as a number of respondents commented that the software either prompted a
second and third preference once the first preference was selected, or (if the respondent only selected a
first choice) automatically assumed the sequence of the second and third preferences.
As a result, we do not consider the indication of second and third preferences to be wholly reliable and
have not included those results in any analysis.
However, from the commentaries submitted in response to Questions 2 and 3, it is clear that the
majority of respondents considered Options 1 and 3 to be sufficiently similar that either would likely be
the second choice alongside the other. Option 2, conversely, was seen as being significantly different
from Options 1 and 3 to the extent that a number of respondents who indicated a preference for Option
2 stated that it was the only option that would be acceptable.

Initial analysis of first preferences suggests almost two-thirds (64%) of all respondents ranked
the retention of a late evening service as a higher priority than the early morning service.

On the following pages, the comments received from the 558 respondents that did select one of the
three options as their first preference are analysed under each of the main themes that was mentioned.
The majority of comments related to one or more of the following:


Consistency/simplicity of the schedule



The timing of the first departure from Gabriola



The timing of commuter ferries



The timing of ferries used by students



The timing and frequency of daytime ferries



The timing of early evening ferries around the evening service break



The timing of the last departure from Nanaimo
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What did respondents express as their priorities?
Consistency of Service
All three schedule options offer a more consistent, year round service than we have today. Since April
28, the ferry schedule on weekdays has changed seasonally and is substantially different at weekends.
Option 1 proposes a year-round schedule with one midday round trip omitted on Saturdays and
Sundays; Options 2 and 3 offers a consistent, year-round daytime service 7 days a week, with a seasonal
variation to the late evening service in Option 3.

42 (7% of respondents) cited simplicity or consistency of the schedule as one of the reasons
for selecting their preferred option.

The early morning (5:30am) departure from Gabriola on weekdays
Only Option 2 maintains a departure from Gabriola close to 5:30am. This departure carried an average
of 14 vehicles and 22 passengers each weekday during 2013, but only about half that number at
weekends. The 5:30am departure on Saturdays and Sundays was withdrawn as part of the service
reductions in April 2014.
The 5:30am ferry is used regularly by a small number of commuters starting work on Vancouver Island
before 7am, as well as some weekly commuters and a variable number of business and leisure travellers
connecting with the 6:30am ferry from Departure Bay to Vancouver.

24% of all respondents (136 out of 558) considered the retention of the 5:30am departure as
a priority, citing it either as a reason for their preference of Option 2, or as a problem
associated with their selection of Option 1 or 3.
The importance of the early and late ferries was also cited by many of those who wanted to
retain the existing schedule.
50% of those who provided comments on their reason for selecting Option 2 indicated that the
retention of the 5:30am sailing was a factor in their choice.
Several of those who use the connecting service questioned whether the later departure proposed in
Option 2 (5:35am instead of 5:30am) would provide sufficient time to guarantee the connection in peak
summer, when the Departure Bay ferry leaves at 6:20 instead of 6:30.
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Morning and afternoon commuter services
The timing of commuter services (generally those leaving Gabriola before 9am and leaving Nanaimo
between 3:30 and 6:30pm) has the potential to impact on several hundred regular ferry users, for whom
both the timing and the punctuality of departures can be equally important. Since April, the afternoon
services from Nanaimo in particular have suffered from overcrowding and delays which have resulted in
frustration for many commuters.
To address these concerns, we have examined a range of options to address overloading in the
afternoons and to provide extra “recovery” time between sailings to try and ensure on-time departures.
Options 1 and 3 would allow extra time between sailings in the morning peak, but make only minimal
change to the timing of services through the pm peak. Option 2 would introduce more significant
change to the afternoon peak with retiming of departures by between 15-25 minutes.

Reaction to the alternative options for commuters was balanced, with 7% of respondents (41
out of 558) expressing a preference for Options 1/3 and 5% (30) for Option 2.

Timing of ferry services used by students
Over the past few years, the timing of the morning student ferry has gradually advanced, meaning that
some NDSS students start their journey to school at around 6:30 am and do not return home until
almost 5pm. While the overall number of respondents commenting on student travel times was low,
there was a clear majority favouring the retention of an afternoon departure from Nanaimo at 3:45 or
3:50 (Options 1/3) over the later departure (4:05) suggested in Option 2.

19 out of 558 respondents (3%) preferred the earlier afternoon departure in Options 1/3
compared to just 2 who preferred Option 2.
It is significant to note that one of the concerns expressed since April is the lack of flexibility to provide
an earlier ferry on Mondays and Fridays to bring students home after early dismissal from schools in
Nanaimo. The long-established early finish on Fridays at 1:25 is addressed in the current schedule with
a ferry leaving at 1:50pm, however it is impossible to delay that ferry on Mondays to accommodate
students who are now dismissed at 2pm and are ready to return to Gabriola by 2:30pm.
None of the alternative options can deliver an ideal solution on both days; Options 1 and 3 would
replace the 1:50pm sailing with a daily departure at 2:25pm. Option 2 would include departures at
1:30pm (too early even for the Friday dismissal) and 2:55pm. The practicality of ensuring connectivity
with a 2:25 departure on Mondays has yet to be discussed with School District officials.
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Timing of daytime ferries
There can be little doubt that daytime ferry users (those travelling between 8:30am and 3:30pm)
suffered the greatest impact of the April 2014 service cuts. In 2013, 65% of vehicles and 60% of
passengers leaving Gabriola by ferry did so over this six-hour period.
The current ferry schedule not only reduced the number of sailings during this period, but also
introduced lengthy gaps into the schedule in the mid-morning and early afternoon to reduce crewing
costs, leading to long traffic line-ups and frequent overloads.
All three options set out to rebalance the ferry schedule to increase daytime capacity and remove the
service gaps during the day. Options 2 and 3 envisaged a consistent pattern of daytime operation yearround and 7 days a week. Option 1 offered the same service as Option 3, except on weekends when
there would still be an early afternoon gap.

20% of respondents (111 out of 558) indicated that the removal of the long service gaps
during the day was a significant benefit
6% of respondents supported a consistent 7-day schedule, while just 1% felt that a reduced
daytime service at weekends was sensible.
More than six times as many respondents said they preferred the daytime schedule offered
by Options 1 and 3 over the schedule offered by Option 2.

Early evening ferry services
One of the cost saving measures introduced in April 2014 was a service gap in the mid-evening to
provide a meal break for the ship’s officers, thereby avoiding premium labour costs. The break is
required to be taken as close as practicable to the mid-point of the shift. At present this results in no
service from Nanaimo between 8:20pm and 10:05 pm (11:05pm on Wednesdays) and the long gap on
Wednesdays has been a subject of particular criticism.
Options 1 & 3 proposed bringing the service gap forward one hour (7:15 to 9pm) which would ensure
there was a mid-evening departure at 9pm seven days a week. Option 2 proposed an earlier break (6:35
to 8:25pm). Reaction to both alternatives suggests that the later break (7:15 to 9pm) would be less
disruptive to most travellers, in that it would ensure that young people attending after-school and
sporting activities could get home by soon after 9pm, even on Wednesdays. However, for anyone
employed on shifts ending at 7:30pm this would result in a 90 minute wait for a ferry home to Gabriola.

6% of respondents (32 out of 558) regarded the mid-evening break as a significant problem
with the schedule.
9% (48 respondents) indicated a preference for the timing of the mid-evening break in
Options 1 & 3 compared to just 2% (13 respondents) favouring the earlier break in Option 2.
Gabriola Island Ferry Advisory Committee
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Timing of the last ferry from Nanaimo
At present, the last ferry leaves Nanaimo at 11:05pm on Monday to Saturday and 10:30pm on Sunday.
Prior to the April service reductions, the last departure was at 11:30pm each day. The 10:30 departure
on Sundays came about as a means of combining the last two round trips, neither of which was well
used on a Sunday evening, to allow an extra daytime trip to be provided during the summer. 10:30pm
was deemed to be the earliest departure that would ensure shift workers finishing at 10pm could get
home to Gabriola. During 2013, the last ferry from Nanaimo carried an average 7 cars and 14 passengers
each evening.
The three options put forward for consideration each offered a different late night schedule:
Option 1 proposed an 11pm departure every day, but with the first sailing each day from Gabriola at
6:15 instead of 5:30.
Option 2 retained a 5:35am departure from Gabriola, but the last sailing from Nanaimo would be earlier
at 10:30pm.
Option 3, similar to Option 1, proposed a 10:55pm departure on Mondays to Saturdays throughout the
summer months (May to October) but with an earlier 10:30pm departure on Sundays and also on
Mondays and Tuesdays during the winter months, when traffic is at its lowest level. Unlike Option 1,
this allowed the enhanced midday service to operate at weekends as well as on weekdays.

33% of respondents (184 out of 558) regarded an 11pm departure as a priority for retention –
almost a third more than prioritised the early morning sailing. Many of the 32 respondents
who wanted to retain the existing schedule also cited the 11:05pm departure as a high
priority.
Only 1% of respondents indicated that an 11pm departure was essential for their work trips;
for the majority, this departure offers certainty of being able to attend evening events on
Vancouver Island or connect with a late ferry from Vancouver, though it has to be noted that
the connection is not guaranteed and is impossible in summer when the last ferry leaves
Horseshoe Bay at 9:30pm.
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Summarising respondents’ priorities and preferences
From the 558 respondents who expressed a preference for one of the three options, a pattern of
preferences and priorities emerges. The following table summarises those preferences in order
significance.
# of
respondents
commenting

% of
respondents
commenting

184

33%

136

23%

3

Late departure at 11pm is important for leisure or travel
connections
First departure at 5:30am is important for work or
onward travel connections
Fewer/shorter gaps in daytime service

111

20%

4

Simplicity / consistency of ferry schedule

42

11%

5

Option 1/3 daytime schedule is preferred

51

9%

6

Option 1/3 mid-evening schedule preferred

48

9%

7

Option 1/3 commuting times are preferred

41

7%

8

Option 1/3 student travel times preferred

36

7%

9

No weekend service gaps (Options 2/3)

32

6%

10

The evening service gap is a problem

32

6%

11

Option 2 commuting times are preferred

30

5%

12

Option 2 mid-evening schedule preferred

13

2%

13

5:30 am ferry is essential for workers

11

2%

14

Option 2 daytime schedule is preferred

8

1%

15

Weekend service gaps make sense (Option 1)

5

1%

16

11pm departure is essential for workers

4

1%

17

Option 2 student travel times preferred

2

0%

Ranking

1
2

Reported priority or preference
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Benefits and Problems reported by respondents favouring Option 1
Of the three options offered, Option 1 received the highest proportion of first preferences. 211 of the
590 respondents indicated a preference for this option. Questions 2 and 3 in the survey invited
respondents to comment on what they considered worked well for them with their chosen option, and
what problems they would experience if that option was to be implemented. The following table lists
the most frequently cited responses:

Benefits associated with Option 1
Ranking

Reported benefit

# of
respondents
commenting

% of the 211
respondents

% of the 191
who offered
comments

1

11pm departure from Nanaimo is important

99

47%

52%

2

No long gaps in daytime service

35

17%

18%

3

Daytime schedule is preferred

27

13%

14%

4

Mid-evening schedule preferred

26

12%

14%

5

Commuting times are preferred

25

12%

13%

6

Simplicity / consistency of schedule

15

7%

8%

7

Student travel times preferred

10

5%

5%

8

11pm departure is essential for work trips

4

2%

2%

# of
respondents
commenting

% of the 211
respondents

% of the 118
who identified
problems

Problems associated with Option 1
Ranking

Reported problem

1

Loss of first departure at 5:30am

26

12%

22%

2

Long midday service gap at weekends

22

10%

19%

3

Gap in evening service

10

5%

8%

A full list of comments detailing the benefits and problems identified with Option 1 is reproduced in
Appendix 1.
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Benefits and Problems reported by respondents favouring Option 2
Of the three options offered, Option 2 received the second highest number of first preferences. 182 of
the 590 respondents indicated a preference for this option. Questions 2 and 3 in the survey invited
respondents to comment on what they considered worked well for them with their chosen option, and
what problems they would experience if that option was to be implemented. The following table lists
the most frequently cited responses:

Benefits associated with Option 2
# of
respondents
commenting

% of the 182
respondents

% of the 159
who offered
comments

79

43%

50%

2

Important connection with early Vancouver
ferry
Commuting times are preferred

30

16%

19%

3

No gaps in daytime service pattern

18

10%

11%

4

Mid-evening schedule preferred

13

7%

8%

5

Simplicity / consistency of schedule

12

7%

8%

6

5:35am departure essential for work

11

6%

7%

7

Daytime schedule is preferred

8

4%

5%

8

Student travel times preferred

2

1%

1%

# of
respondents
commenting

% of the 182
respondents

% of the 102
who identified
problems

Ranking

Reported benefit

1

Problems associated with Option 2
Ranking

Reported problem

1

Need a regular 11pm ferry from Nanaimo

30

16%

29%

2

Delaying the 3:45 ferry is bad for students

17

9%

17%

3

Gap in evening service

13

7%

13%

4

5:35am departure may miss 6:20 ferry
connection to Vancouver in summer

3

2%

3%

A full list of comments detailing the benefits and problems identified with Option 2 is reproduced in
Appendix 2.
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Benefits and Problems reported by respondents favouring Option 3
Of the three options offered, Option 3 received the lowest proportion of first preferences. 165 of the
590 respondents indicated a preference for this option. Questions 2 and 3 in the survey invited
respondents to comment on what they considered worked well for them with their chosen option, and
what problems they would experience if that option was to be implemented. The following table lists
the most frequently cited responses:

Benefits associated with Option 3
Ranking

Reported benefit

# of
respondents
commenting

% of the 165
respondents

% of the 128
who offered
comments

1

No long gaps in daytime service

58

35%

45%

2

11pm departure from Nanaimo is important

28

17%

22%

3

Daytime schedule is preferred

23

14%

18%

4

Mid-evening schedule preferred

22

13%

17%

5

Simplicity / consistency of schedule

15

9%

12%

6

Commuting times are preferred

13

8%

10%

7

No midday gap in weekend service

10

6%

8%

8

Student travel times preferred

9

5%

7%

9

Better connections with other services

4

2%

3%

# of
respondents
commenting

% of the 165
respondents

% of the 76 who
identified
problems

Problems associated with Option 3
Ranking

Reported problem

1

Need a regular 11pm ferry from Nanaimo

17

10%

22%

2

Loss of first departure at 5:30am

15

9%

20%

3

Gap in evening service

15

9%

20%

A full list of comments detailing the benefits and problems identified with Option 3 is reproduced in
Appendix 3.
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Respondents preferring to keep the existing schedule
32 of the 590 respondents indicated that they did not like any of the suggested alternatives and that
they preferred to keep the existing schedule.
Although a “do nothing” option was not included in the survey, it is important to acknowledge that
there are some residents for whom the existing schedule works satisfactorily, or is at least regarded as
preferable to any of the three options offered.
In particular, it is clear that having both an early ferry from Gabriola and a late ferry back from Nanaimo
factors strongly in this choice, and that the service gaps mid-morning and mid-afternoon whilst possibly
inconvenient, are less critical than the ability to get on and off the island at both ends of the day.
Set out below are the main arguments given for retaining the existing schedule.

Reasons for retaining the existing schedule
# of
respondents
commenting

% of 32
respondents
commenting

10

31%

2

We need a ferry service that covers both early mornings
and late evenings.
The existing schedule works best for me

7

22%

3

I don’t like any of the three options

7

22%

4

Return funding to the service and restore the cuts

4

13%

5

I prefer to have a bridge

1

3%

Ranking

Reported benefit

1

A full list of comments made by respondents who prefer to keep the existing schedule is reproduced in
Appendix 4.
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The likely reaction to a further fare increase
Question 4 of the survey asked what the likely impact would be of a further fare increase in April 2015
on travel patterns.

80% of all respondents said that a further fare increase would affect their use of the ferry
Questions 5 and 6 asked respondents to identify how they would likely change their travel patterns in
response to a further fare increase.
I will take fewer trips than I have in the past

65%

I will go on as a foot passenger rather than
taking my car

43%

I will carpool to reduce costs

11%

I will use a bicycle or scooter rather than
taking my car

11%

Other

17%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Responses from the 98 respondents who answered “other”
Ranking

Response

# of
respondents
commenting

% of the 98
respondents
commenting

1

Will probably consider moving off Gabriola

33

34%

2

Will have to reduce the number of non-essential trips

25

26%

3

No other options available

12

12%

4

Will have to cut back in other areas of spending

10

10%

5

10

10%

6

BC Ferries should reduce spending elsewhere to avoid
increasing fares
Will campaign for a bridge

6

6%

7

Will buy / use my own boat

5

5%

8

Will use the seaplane to Vancouver instead of ferry

4

4%

9

Will have less money to support the local economy

3

3%

10

Have already moved off island because of ferry cuts

2

2%
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Addressing unreliability in the ferry schedule
Over the summer months, the reliability of the ferry service declined significantly. Ferry users on
weekdays were subjected to the cumulative effect of late running, especially between 9am and 3pm.
In addition to problems arising from scheduling, delays can be caused by a number of factors; heavy
vehicle or marine traffic, mechanical problems on the vessel, poor weather conditions and medical
emergencies are all factors that can prevent the service from adhering to the advertised schedule.
Crossing times between Nanaimo and Gabriola are scheduled at 20 minutes, which is adequate in
normal circumstances; crossing times of 21-23 minutes are typical when anticipated traffic volumes
permit. During the peak summer, the ferry was scheduled continuously throughout the day with a
notional 35 minutes for each operating sector (20 minutes crossing time; 15 minutes in-port)
Over the summer, the biggest single factor affecting punctuality has been the amount of recovery time
allowed within the schedule for the ferry to dock, unload, load and exit the port. When traffic overloads
occur the time spent loading increases significantly as the final few vehicles are marshalled on board.
As the volume of vehicle traffic increased, so the in-port time lengthened, to a point where the ferry
regularly spent between 20-25 minutes in-port on successive sailings through the day, leading to
cumulative delays approaching an hour on the busiest days.
In July, data from a vessel tracking website (MarineTraffic.com) was used to measure the extent of the
delays caused by the extra time being spent in-port. July and August are the busiest months each year;
overloads and service delays have occurred in previous years but the modified schedule this year
reduced the schedule in-port time and as a result the delays were compounded. Punctuality of the ferry
service was monitored over four days (Tuesday to Friday) in late July.
In September, an interim schedule was agreed with BC Ferries pending this more detailed review.
The interim schedule introduced additional in-port recovery time at certain times of the day, where it
could be achieved without disturbing the overall pattern of service. To assess the effectiveness of this
schedule, the vessel tracking exercise was repeated over four days in late October and a comparison of
service performance was made with the previous summer schedule.
As expected, the overall performance of the service improved significantly in October – partly due to the
modified schedule and partly as a result of lower traffic levels that are expected at this time of year.
The table on the following page clearly demonstrates, however, that the amount of time spent in-port
still exceeds the time available within the schedule on numerous occasions throughout the day, pointing
to the need for additional time to be allocated during busy times. Based upon average in-port times
recorded in July and October, it is clear that a 15 minute in-port time is often inadequate.

A minimum of 20 minutes in-port time is required at busy times if punctual departures are to
be maintained. This is essential at 3:50pm and 5pm in Nanaimo, and is desirable at one end
of the route on each round trip during the working day.
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Average time spent in-port during July and October 2014 (Tuesday to Friday)
July 2014
Scheduled
departure
Time
0600
0630
0700
0735
0805
0840
0915
0950
1025
1100
1135
1210
1245
1320
1355
1515
1550
1625
1700
1735
1810
1845
1920
1950
2020
2135
2205
2235
2305

October 2014

Scheduled
Average
Maximum
in-port time in-port time in-port time
(notional)
(actual)
(actual)
10
10
10
15
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
60
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
10
10
55
10
10
10

8
10
12
13
14
16
15
16
18
17
17
17
19
17
18
31
19
16
18
12
14
12
12
11
11
47
11
8
8

9
10
14
13
15
18
16
18
20
21
19
23
22
20
22
51
22
18
20
14
17
15
13
12
13
52
12
11
9

Shaded lines refer to Nanaimo dockings

Scheduled
departure
Time
0600
0630
0700
0740
0815
0855
0930
1005

1120
1200
1235
1310
1350
1510
1550
1625
1700
1735
1810
1845
1920
1950
2020
2135
2205
2235
2305

Scheduled
Average
Maximum
in-port time in-port time in-port time
(notional)
(actual)
(actual)
10
10
10
20
15
20
15
15

7
10
13
15
16
17
15
15

9
12
17
17
17
20
18
16

55
20
15
15
20
60
20
15
15
15
15
15
15
10
10
55
10
10
10

54
18
17
15
15
58
21
14
19
12
14
12
11
8
9
49
9
7
8

56
22
25
18
17
60
24
15
19
12
19
13
12
9
9
53
11
9
8

Unshaded lines refer to Gabriola dockings

(source : MarineTraffic.com)
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Factors for consideration when planning changes of the ferry schedule


Initial analysis of first preferences suggests almost two-thirds (64%) of all respondents
ranked the retention of a late evening service as a higher priority than the early
morning service.



33% of respondents regarded an 11pm departure as a priority for retention – almost a
third more than prioritised the early morning sailing.



24% of respondents considered the retention of the 5:30am departure as a priority,
citing it either as a reason for their preference of Option 2, or as a problem associated
with their selection of Option 1 or 3.



20% of respondents indicated that the removal of the long service gaps during the day
was a significant benefit



More than six times as many respondents (9%) said they preferred the daytime
schedule offered by Options 1 and 3 over the schedule offered by Option 2.



9% indicated a preference for the timing of the mid-evening service break suggested in
Options 1 & 3 compared to just 2% favouring the timing in Option 2.



7% of respondents cited simplicity or consistency of the schedule as one of the
reasons for selecting their preferred option.



Reaction to the alternative options for commuters was balanced, with 7% of
respondents expressing a preference for Options 1/3 and 5% for Option 2.



6% of respondents supported a consistent 7-day schedule, while 1% felt that a
reduced daytime service at weekends was sensible.



6% of respondents regarded the mid-evening break as a significant problem with the
schedule.



3% of respondents (19) preferred the earlier afternoon departure in Options 1/3
compared to just 2 who preferred Option 2.



While only 1% of respondents indicated that an 11pm departure was essential for
their work trips, this departure offers certainty of being able to attend evening events
on Vancouver Island or connect with a late ferry from Vancouver. It has to be noted
that the connection is not guaranteed and is impossible in summer when the last ferry
leaves Horseshoe Bay at 9:30pm.



A minimum of 20 minutes in-port time is required at busy times if punctual departures
are to be maintained. This is essential at 3:50pm and 5pm in Nanaimo, and is desirable
at one end of the route on each round trip during the working day.
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Part 2 : Community Impacts
Potential impacts in the community
This section aims to provide an insight into the potential impacts that a change to the ferry schedule
could have on the various different socio-economic groups and activities that represent life on Gabriola.
It does not claim to deliver a comprehensive community impact analysis, more a snapshot view of our
community today and our vision of the likely trends over the coming 10-15 years.

Gabriola Island today
Gabriola Island has a resident population of around 4,000, which can double in summer when visitors
and recreational homeowners arrive. Like many of the gulf islands, the age profile of our resident
population is higher than is typical for either British Columbia, or the remainder of the Nanaimo
Regional District.
Age profile of Gabriola’s population [source : 2011 Census]

Gabriola’s population profile shows an under-representation in the pre-school age group, throughout
the learning years and most especially at the younger end of the employment period. Over
representation is particularly evident in the pre-retirement age group (50-64) and beyond.
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Older people
In 2001, seniors (aged 65 and over) represented just 20% of Gabriola’s population; by 2011 it had risen
to 27%, with much of that increase happening in the last five years.

Evidence suggests that this upward trend will continue for the foreseeable future, leading to
growing pressure on the availability of support services for older people (health, welfare and
mobility) in the coming years. The need to be able to access those services will also increase.

Employment
61% (2,475) of Gabriola’s population is of working age (19-64), of whom 2,065 were considered to
constitute the available labour force in 2006. Gabriola’s employment rate (94% of the workforce) is
similar to the rest of the province. However, the nature of employment for Gabriolans varies markedly
from the rest of the BC, notably in the following respects:
Gabriola
Province
Occupations in Business, Finance and Administration
12%
17%
Occupations in Art, Culture, Recreation and Sport
14%
3%
Occupations in Construction
11%
8%
Working from Home
35%
9%
Working at no fixed address
16%
13%
Working at another location within the community
26%
38%
Working at another location within the district
14%
36%
Working outside the district
8%
4%

Employment in arts and culture remains about five times higher than the provincial average,
and employment from home about four times higher. Workplace employment within the
community is low and the proportion of people travelling to work at other locations within
the district is only about two-thirds the provincial average, reflecting the physical separation
of our island community.
Over 400 Gabriolans work off-island and most of those rely on the availability of suitably timed ferry
services several days each week for their livelihoods. Although the percentage of people working off
island compared to on island is small, the proportion commuting to outside the district (and thus
requiring a vehicle) is higher proportionately than the rest of the province.
As ferry fares have increased, there has been a noticeable shift to travelling as walk-on passengers, with
between 60 and 80 island residents now keeping a vehicle overnight in Nanaimo to avoid the cost and
inconvenience of taking a vehicle on the ferry.

For shift workers in particular, the availability and timing of early and late ferries is a critical
factor in keeping their job or forcing a move off the island. Although some employers are able
to offer flexibility, many jobs (especially in the healthcare sector) have rigid shift patterns.
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Income
Median household income on Gabriola is only about 70% of the provincial average, with couple
households receiving 80% of the typical provincial income and single person households only 58%.

The number of low income households is likely to grow as the median age of the island’s
population increases, leading to greater hardship as fares continue to rise.

Education
Educational attainments among Gabriolans are noticeably above the Provincial average, both among
younger adults and throughout the entire adult population.
The proportion of adults with no educational qualification is consistently below two-thirds of the
Provincial average and attainment of college certificates close to the Provincial average. 26% of
Gabriolans hold a university qualification at bachelor level or above, compared to 19% across the
Province.
For young families, early years schooling is provided on the island at Gabriola Elementary School (GES),
currently catering for 168 pupils between kindergarten and grade 7. At its peak, GES hosted almost 300
pupils.
At grade 8, the majority of students progress to Nanaimo District Secondary School (NDSS) and school
bus transportation is provided for qualifying students both on Gabriola and between the ferry terminal
and NDSS.

Students living on Gabriola must be at the ferry terminal at Descanso Bay by 7:30am and, as a
result, the school bus leaves its first pick-up point at around 6:30 am. On a normal school
day, students arrive back on Gabriola at 4:10pm and reach home anytime up to 5:15pm.
For post-16 students, Vancouver Island University (VIU) offers a variety of certificate, diploma, and
degree programs from their main campus in Fifth Street, Nanaimo. Programs provide training in
academic, vocational, and technical fields and range from basic literacy to university degrees. While the
majority of programs run during the daytime, classes do continue into the evening on some courses.

The VIU campus can be accessed from the Nanaimo ferry terminal by public transit, though
direct services operate only twice an hour at peak times and hourly for the remainder of the
day, so maintaining connectivity with the ferry service is an important factor.

Cultural, leisure and recreational activities
The majority of cultural, leisure and recreational activities take place in Nanaimo, but some sporting
activities require onward travel to Parksville, Ladysmith or Duncan. Most sporting and recreational
venues involve a car journey and the ability for kids to access swimming lessons, inter-school
competitions etc. has been identified as a big problem.
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The Port Theatre in downtown Nanaimo provides a wide range of events during the evenings and is well
supported by Gabriolans. The theatre receives taxpayer support from property taxes levied on Gabriola
and is considered to be the primary venue for live events for Gabriola. Many Gabriolans also attend
performances at Chemainus Theatre.
Cinemas in Nanaimo are some distance from the ferry terminal and require either a car, taxi or public
transit journey to connect with the Gabriola ferry.

Arts and Entertainment
Gabriola Arts Council (GAC) promotes several major events on the island each year, including the Island
of the Arts Festival (April), Gabriola Theatre Festival (August) and Thanksgiving Studio Tour (October) as
well as numerous smaller events through the year. In 2013, an estimated 20% of audience members for
the Gabriola Theatre Festival came from off-island, and more than 80% of those were attending evening
performances.

The larger events, in particular, attract audiences from Nanaimo and beyond, for whom the
availability of adequate late evening ferry services is an important factor.
Gabriola also has a vibrant music and performance community, with regular opportunities for locals and
off-island visitors to enjoy a variety of forms of musical presentations at venues across Gabriola Island.
These are almost exclusively evening events, and—as with the Theatre Festival—audiences are
adversely affected by any reduction in ferry services to and from Gabriola.

More than 100 artists, sculptors, musicians and performers make their living from Gabriola
and many of them depend heavily on the ability to travel by ferry on and off the island,
especially in the evenings and at weekends. For those with home-based businesses on
Gabriola, access to the island is equally important for their patrons and customers.

Tourism and Business
Representing almost 100 businesses on Gabriola (ranging from campgrounds and tourist
accommodation, through pubs, restaurants, galleries, community and cultural organisations, to
agricultural, retail, service and professional businesses) the Gabriola Island Chamber of Commerce
regards affordable, efficient and reliable ferry services as a must for sustaining the local economy.
Many island businesses rely heavily on the ability to access markets and customers on Vancouver Island
and beyond; some have been badly hit by the impact of ferry service cuts in April 2014 and have either
closed down, downsized their business or moved off-island.

Tourism is essential to the island economy. Ferries must remain affordable, reliable and
available over the widest possible times of day for the local economy to remain viable.
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Assessing the impacts of the alternative schedule options
In this section, we consider the likely impact of each of the significant elements associated with one or
more of the schedule change options. Impacts are assessed in each case as either

Positive

Option 1
Principal changes

Impact
Seniors

Families
Option 1
First ferry from
Gabriola is retimed
to 6:15am daily
No mid-morning
gap in service
Extra early
afternoon service
provided all year
(Mon-Fri)
Mid-evening gap in
service leaving
Nanaimo between
7:15pm and 9pm

Employment

Commuters

Students

Healthcare
Recreation & Leisure

Late ferries leaving
Nanaimo at 9pm,
10pm and 11pm

Arts & Entertainment
Travel & Tourism
Commercial Activity
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Neutral

Negative
Implications

Provides an improved daytime service,
fewer waits and overloads.
Provides an improved daytime service,
fewer waits and overloads. More
flexibility for after-school activities in
Nanaimo but midday gap remains at
weekends
No service for shift workers starting
before 7am in Nanaimo or business
travel to Vancouver before 9am.
Longer wait for shift workers finishing at
7:30pm
Minimal change to services for the
majority of commuters. Extra early
afternoon service will reduce overloads
at 3:45 and 5pm
Earlier morning departure (5-10
minutes) but no delay to afternoon
return service. Early afternoon ferry will
cater for early dismissal from NDSS on
Mondays and Fridays
Loss of early ferry for ambulance
transfers, but enables improved
daytime access to healthcare
Improves the mid and late evening
service from Nanaimo
Improves the mid and late evening
service from Nanaimo
Loss of connectivity with early morning
ferries and flights, but improves
daytime and evening service; fewer
waits and overloads
Limits access for early deliveries but
fewer daytime waits and overloads
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Positive

Option 2
Principal changes

Impact
Seniors

Option 2
No change to early
morning service

Families

No mid-morning
gap in service

Employment

Extra early
afternoon service
provided all year
(7 days a week)

Commuters

Afternoon peak
services retimed
15-25 minutes later

Students

Mid-evening gap in Healthcare
service leaving
Recreation & Leisure
Nanaimo between
6:35pm and 8:25pm
Arts & Entertainment
Late ferries leaving
Nanaimo at
Travel & Tourism
8:25pm, 9:25pm
and 10:30pm
Commercial Activity
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Neutral

Negative

Implications
Provides an improved daytime service,
fewer waits and overloads.
Provides an improved daytime service,
fewer waits and overloads. Reduced
service for after-school activities in
Nanaimo
Reduced service during the early
evening and for shift workers leaving
Nanaimo after 10:30pm
Evening commuter services delayed. No
ferry leaving Nanaimo between 6:35pm
and 8:25pm. Extra early afternoon
service will reduce overloads at 3:45
and 5pm
Afternoon return service delayed to
4:05pm. Reduced service for afterschool activities. Students dismissed
early from NDSS on Mondays and
Fridays delayed until 2:55pm
Improved daytime access to healthcare
but last ferry 30 minutes earlier for
ambulance transfers
Modified evening service may impact
sport & leisure activities
Last ferry leaves both sides too early
for some events (30 min. earlier)
Loss of connectivity with late evening
ferries and flights, but improves
daytime service; fewer waits and
overloads
Limits access for late deliveries but
fewer daytime waits and overloads
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Positive

Option 3
Principal changes

Impact
Seniors
Families

Option 3
First ferry from
Gabriola is retimed
to 6:15am daily

Employment

No mid-morning
gap in service
Extra early
afternoon service
provided all year
(7 days a week)

Commuters

Students
Mid-evening gap in
service leaving
Nanaimo between
7:15pm and 8:55pm Healthcare
Late ferries leaving
Nanaimo at
8:55pm, 9:55pm
and 10:55pm
(8:55pm & 10:30pm
on Sundays and on
Mon & Tue during
winter months)

Recreation & Leisure
Arts & Entertainment

Travel & Tourism

Commercial Activity
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Neutral

Negative
Implications

Provides an improved daytime service,
fewer waits and overloads.
Provides an improved daytime service,
fewer waits and overloads. More
flexibility for after-school activities in
Nanaimo
No service for shift workers starting
before 7am in Nanaimo or business
travel to Vancouver before 9am.
Longer wait for shift workers finishing at
7:30pm. Last ferry leaves Nanaimo at
10:30 on Mon/Tue during the winter
months
Minimal change to services for the
majority of commuters. Extra early
afternoon service will reduce overloads
at 3:45 and 5pm
Earlier morning departure (5-10
minutes) but no delay to afternoon
return service. Early afternoon ferry will
cater for early dismissal from NDSS on
Mondays and Fridays
Loss of early ferry for ambulance
transfers, but enables improved
daytime access to healthcare
Improves the mid and late evening
service from Nanaimo
Improves the mid and late evening
service from Nanaimo, except for earlier
departure of last ferry on Mon/Tue
during winter months
Loss of connectivity with early morning
ferries and flights, but improves
daytime and evening service; fewer
waits and overloads
Limits access for early and late
deliveries but fewer daytime waits and
overloads
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On this page, we compare the impact of maintaining the existing schedule with the potential of
implementing one of the three alternative schedule options

Positive

No change

Impact
Seniors
Existing service
pattern

Families

No change to early
or late ferries

Employment

2-hour gaps in
mid-morning and
early afternoon
service
Mid-evening gap in
service leaving
Nanaimo between
8:20pm and
10:05pm
Late ferries leave
Nanaimo at 10:05
and 11:05pm
(10:30pm on
Sundays)

Commuters
Students
Healthcare
Recreation & Leisure
Arts & Entertainment
Travel & Tourism
Commercial Activity
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Neutral

Negative

Implications
Gaps in daytime service result in long
delays and overloads
Gaps in daytime service result in long
delays and overloads. Moderate
flexibility for after-school activities in
Nanaimo
Maintains all of the existing travel
opportunities for accessing employment
in Nanaimo
No significant change. Early afternoon
gap in service results in overloads
leaving Nanaimo at 3:50pm and 5pm
No significant change. No provision for
for early dismissal from NDSS on
Mondays
Gaps in daytime service result in long
delays and overloads, making access to
healthcare appointments more difficult.
Gaps in daytime service result in long
delays and overloads which deter
optional leisure travel
No significant impact
Gaps in daytime service result in long
delays and overloads, discouraging
visitors and leisure travel
Gaps in daytime service result in long
delays and overloads, making daytime
deliveries difficult and more costly.
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Which option did the survey identify as offering the greatest advantage?
Best
Option
Seniors
Families
Employment

Commuting

Students

Healthcare

Recreation & Leisure

Arts & Entertainment

Travel & Tourism

Commercial Activity

Advantages / Disadvantages

Improved daytime service, fewer waits and overloads. No midafternoon gap any day of the week.
Improved daytime service, fewer waits and overloads. No midafternoon gap any day of the week. More flexibility for after3
school activities
Retains existing early and late services. Minimal change to peak
No
time schedule.
change No improvement in overloads resulting from gaps in service
Minimal change to peak time services. Extra early afternoon
departure means fewer overloads from Nanaimo during the
1
afternoon peak. 11pm departure from Nanaimo 7 days a week.
No 5:30am departure from Gabriola
Minimal change to service for students at NDSS, but provides an
early afternoon departure on Mondays and Fridays for early
1
school dismissal. Better evening service for VIU students
Improved daytime service with fewer waits and overloads,
enabling better access to healthcare appointments. Latest
departure for ambulances and medical travel from Vancouver or
1
Victoria.
No 5:30am departure from Gabriola for early ambulance
transfers and more distant hospital appointments
Improved daytime service every day with fewer waits and
overloads. No mid-afternoon gap. 11pm departure from
Nanaimo Mon-Sat in summer and Wed-Sat during the winter
3
months. No 5:30am departure from Gabriola for early travel to
Vancouver
Improved daytime service every day with fewer waits and
overloads. No mid-afternoon gap except at weekends. 11pm
1
departure from Nanaimo daily throughout the year.
Improved daytime service every day with fewer waits and
overloads. No mid-afternoon gap. 11pm departure from
3
Nanaimo Mon-Sat in summer and Wed-Sat during the winter
months.
Improved daytime service every day with fewer waits and
overloads. No mid-afternoon gap except at weekends. 11pm
1
departure from Nanaimo daily throughout the year.
No 5:30am departure from Gabriola

3
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Is there a preferred solution?
Throughout this review, the FAC has been cognisant of the strength of opinion expressed within the
community during the government’s 2012 and 2013 coastal ferries engagement process, especially
around the need to ensure that early morning and late evening ferries are protected. That opinion was
reinforced by the proportion of respondents to our survey who commented on their importance.
On the other hand, the experience of dealing with long waits, repeated overloads and poor on-time
performance since April 2014 has impacted on many peoples’ lives to the extent that the number of car
trips being made on Route 19 has declined by almost 4% more than on other similar ferry routes on the
coast (where fewer service cuts were made) and passenger trips by almost 3% more. Over 60% of
Gabriola’s ferry users start their journeys during the daytime (between 8.30am and 4pm) and the
imposition of service cuts between these times has, without doubt, contributed to that traffic loss.
Year-on-year change in vehicle and passenger traffic, May 1-October 31, 2014 (source : BC Ferries)
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

-1.0%
-2.0%

Vehicles

-3.0%

Passengers

-4.0%
-5.0%
-6.0%
Saltspring
(Route 4)

Saltspring
(Route 6)

Bowen
(Route 8)

Gabriola
Thetis
Quadra
(Route 19) (Route 20) (Route 23)

We recognise that the drop in ferry usage will have made the achievement of the government’s required
financial savings more challenging and that there is the risk of further service cuts being imposed by
government in 2016 (the start of BC Ferries’ next 4-year Performance Term) if those targets are not
being met. Any variation to the schedule should therefore be made with the aim of recovering some of
that lost revenue and strengthening the performance of our ferry service.
There is no indication that the government intends to allow the service cuts of April 2014 to be
reversed. BC Ferries has to operate 4,898 round trips between Gabriola and Nanaimo each year, which
equates to today’s level of service. This review has therefore focused on whether the balance of the
service (rather than the quantum) should be changed.
BC Ferries provided three options to review with the community; the status quo was not considered an
option therefore we didn't include it. However, the responses indicated that for some people the status
quo was better than any of the options presented and hence we have taken that view into
consideration.
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Part 3 : Conclusions
We conclude that :


The responses indicate that the community slightly favours the service offered by Option 1,
but the difference between the preference afforded to the three options is marginal.



Since the service offered by Option 3 is, in large part, similar to that offered by Option 1, the
majority (almost two-thirds) of respondents to our survey preferred one of these options over
the adoption of Option 2. [Option 2 was the only one of the three options in which the first
morning departure from Gabriola remained at 5:30 am on weekdays].



Although not offered as an option, some people have indicated they would prefer to stay with
the present schedule.



The response from the community indicates that there would be a broad level of public
support for measures that will:
o Improve the on-time performance of the ferry service;
o Reduce the number of overloads occurring on Gabriola during the daytime;
o Achieve a more consistent ferry schedule with fewer daily or seasonal variations;
o Remove the gaps in service during the mid-morning and early afternoon;
o Reduce overloads on ferries leaving Nanaimo through the afternoon peak;
o Minimise any additional travelling time for students attending Nanaimo schools;
o Reduce the mid-evening gap in ferry services leaving Nanaimo, especially on
Wednesdays;
o Maintain a daily late ferry leaving Nanaimo around 11pm.



The achievement of these objectives would, however, have the potential to impact on a
number of Gabriola residents, especially those whose work patterns
o Require them to arrive in Nanaimo before 7am on weekdays; or
o Require them to travel home from Nanaimo after a day shift ending at 7:30pm.



Any change to early morning ferry schedules would also impact on opportunities for onward
ferry travel to Vancouver on weekdays.



The case for linking the Gabriola ferry schedule to prioritise connections with ferries to and
from the Lower Mainland offers no guarantee that services to and from the mainland will be
maintained at existing times through 2015 and beyond.



In the light of experience during the summer of 2014, the 10-week peak enhancement to the
summer ferry schedule does not adequately address the increased demand for ferry travel to
& from Gabriola during the early and late summer months and any seasonal enhancement
should, in future, operate for at least 26 weeks a year.
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The schedule implemented in April 2014 has been a contributory factor to a decline in vehicle
and passenger traffic on Route 19 at a greater rate than has been experienced on similar ferry
routes elsewhere on the coast.



The April 2014 ferry schedule has also resulted in a deterioration of on-time performance,
especially during the summer months, which must be addressed before Summer 2015.



We believe the schedule implemented in April 2014 is unlikely to have achieved the
performance targets set by government and this has increased the risk of further service
reductions being imposed on Route 19 within the next 2 years.



Despite the challenges presented by the retiming of the first departure from Gabriola, there
are sound arguments in favour of adjusting the ferry schedule to align with Option 1 of the
recently suggested alternatives.



It is our strong preference that the implementation of any schedule change should be delayed
until March or April 2015 to allow as much time as possible for those who will be most
affected to prepare for the changes.



Any schedule changes that are to be made should be made known to the travelling public at
the earliest opportunity, together with a definitive date on which the proposed changes are to
come into effect.

The Ferry Advisory Committee acknowledges that:


Responsibility for the final determination of the ferry schedule lies with BC Ferries and not
with the FAC, however we ask that BC Ferries take account of the views expressed by the
community before any change to the schedule is proposed.



Changes to the ferry schedule may result in serious disruption to some Gabriolans. We will
continue to work with BC Ferries to achieve a schedule that reflects the needs of ferry users
and that supports the economy and health of the community.

The FAC will continue to work with BC Ferries to monitor the effects of any change in ferry schedules
and maintain a dialogue through 2015 and beyond to minimise, where possible, any adverse effects
on Gabriola residents.
We are grateful to all of the residents and businesses of Gabriola that contributed to this review by
responding to the survey and commenting in other ways. We welcome further feedback from the
community.

Gabriola Ferry Advisory Committee
November 15, 2014.
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